
HEUSS rail mounted terminal block range
4260-060

Awareness of the electrical safety of organs became a feature of organ design a long time ago. Implementing it 
simply and economically is the next step. Our range offers you the option of entering the series terminal world 
simply, quickly and comprehensibly. In this way it is possible to handle such terminals as well as to enjoy the 
enormous benefits they offer. Our range of products includes sufficient such terminals to equip several organs 
depending on demand.

- We offer excellent prices as we purchase in quantity from the maker. 

- All modules are in a securely closed box designed to be easily carried.

- Labelling on the lid identifies each module and makes it easy to sort and handle them.

WAGO modules included:

- 15 pcs AWG 2 on AWG 3/0 distributor terminals

- 12 pcs distributor terminal bridges

- 25 pcs AWG 9 ATO fuse terminals

- 25 pcs  ATO fuse terminals, end plate

- 25 pcs  ATO fuse terminal double connection bridges

- 35 pcs AWG 9 serial terminals, quadruple, grey

- 8 pcs AWG 9 serial terminal, quadruple, green / yellow 

- 25 pcs  AWG 9 serial terminal, end plate 

- 50 pcs AWG 9 serial terminal, connecting bridges. double 

- 100 pcs AWG 15 serial terminal, quadruple, grey

- 5 pcs AWG 15 serial terminal, quadruple, green / yellow 

- 25 pcs AWG 15 serial terminal, end plate 

- 50 pcs AWG 15 serial terminal, connecting bridges. double 

- 25 pcs Steel carrier rail - end terminal 

- 2 m Steel carrier rail, with punched holes, in 50 cm pieces

- 50 cm cable bridge, AWG 15, red and blue

- 20 pcs connecting terminal, triple

- Labels, 100 pcs each;

"24 V“ red

"14 V“ red 

"-“ blue 

- Labels, 10 pcs each number: 

"0-9" white 

"10-19" white 

"20-29" white 

"30-39" white 

"40-49" white 

"50-59" white 

"60-69" white 

"70-79" white 

"80-89" white 

"90-99" white 
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Whatever you touch and hear
in organ building: you`ll always come

across on of our ideas.


